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Empathetic actors make drama about depression powerful.

Playwright Joan MacLeod explores the question: ‘What happens when someone we love
is overcome by depression or anxiety?’

The play opens with all four of the characters we will come to know on stage. They step
into the light and speak about “Encounters with the police”. First up is young, sullen and
creative Connor, ready to start his studies at University. Then we meet his fretting mother,
followed by a young police officer and his wife.

All of the characters lives eventually become intertwined when young Connor has a
psychotic episode on the Skytrain and has to be restrained by Officer Dan, which
somehow results in Connor’s jaw getting broken.
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A frantic Mom seeks justice and Officer Dan’s wife Janie get’s involved while defending
her family. Janie is also suffering from Post Partum Depression after the birth of their new
child.

Director Mindy Parfitt gets raw emotional performances out of all the actors in this subtle
and honest script about pain and love. There are no villains or major objectives for the
characters other than dealing with depression and trying to hold their frustration together.

The imposing concrete set by Amir Ofek is an off kilter crumbling wall that has a giant
circle knocked out of it that the actors stand upon. The video projections by Jamie Nesbitt
dance along it creating cracks and fissures as well splashing colorful alien worlds from the
stories written by Connor. The sound design by Owen Belton is heavy percussive that
reminds one of someone pounding on the sides of box or cel they are trapped in. Itai Erdal
lighting design gently envelopes the damaged characters sometimes separating them and
other times putting them together.

The gentle way Ms. Parfitt gets that cast to move about on this flat platform is evocative.
Sometimes the cast stand behind in the dark staring at the person speaking and other
times the turn their back ignoring their plight. It is remarkable how she keeps creating
these shifting images just using light and the actors unhurriedly moving to a new space
on the stone slab.

Daniel Doheny is devastating as the angsty young man who can’t make sense of his mind.
He lashes out at his mother who keeps pressuring him but we can see that he desperately
needs her as he pushes her away. Kerry Sandomirsky as Mom is a force of friendly fury,
her breaking heart hidden behind a tight smile. Pippa Mackie creates a skittering and
needy wife who is a mass of contradictions and the chameleon-like Robert Salvador is
once again breath-taking at the tough cop who burns for love for the wife he married that
he clings the hope that they can return to the time before. As the pressure mounts on him
when the mother accuses him of excessive force you can see him welling up and fighting
to keep it together. Late in the play he lets off some steam via some tears, and it is gut
wrenching.

The play doesn’t explain why people succumb to depression or anxiety, it just truthfully
looks at its effects and that makes for a powerful evening of theatre that moves, shakes
and provokes you.
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